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LATERITE AND I1.l:S ENGINEERilTG PR 0f'ER'I1IES 

Abstract 

The term Lateri te generally refers to an indurated concre
tionary deposit, high in iron or aluminum oxide content, 
which has formed in place by the weathering of rocks in 
tropical climates. This material occurs as a zone in the 
profile of a tropical soil and can occ1rr- as a consolidated 
or unconsolidated layer in this zone. 'J~here is an extensive 
variation in the character of Lateri te wliich is linked to 
the variation of the climate and physiography of South Viet
nam. Two general vari ties of I,ateri te have been noted in 
south Vietnam; the Horm-Hole I,aterite, and the Pullet 
Lateri te. Many of the red soils of Vietnarn are being falsely 
referred to as Lateri te or Lateri tic. In only 30% of the 
soils of South VietneJ1 is the1·e a rr:~rnonnble potential for 
Lateri to formation. Lateri te in South Vietnam is corrunonly 
used on roads and airfields as H base course and surface 
course material. \Then excavated the massive J,at0ri tE' breaks 
down into a medium gravel contrdning some clay or silt of 
low plasticity (GC). Usually more than 407/o of the material 
is retained on the #4 sieve and less than 3o;0 passes tho 
f/200 sieve. Lab and field CBR 1 s for tateritr:s having this 
grndation typically range from 20% to BO%. For design 
purposes a CBR of 20'/o is recommended. Poorly d8voloped 1,ater
i tes containing weakly cemtmtod grav<':Jls or a high pcrcc~ntage 
of clcy nr~' less suited as a base course mr;terial ::ind lower 
CBR values shoulcl bo assigned. 

HISTORY 

In 1807 Francis Buchnnnn, in his trrivels in India, described an indu
rated material that he hnrl. discovered bdng quarried from the subsoil and 
trimmed into shape for the corn~ti·nc·Licn of masonry buildings as 11I.aterite 11 • 

Since this tine there has bet::n a conti.rr 1ing RrguemEmt nmong researchers in 
the fields of Earth Science aD to u;Jat is tho 11111rue I.1P.t0rite 11 • "Either the 
publication containing riis oriei;inal observations were not widely available 
or the descriptions were genern.ll;y misunderstood; fo:r:· 9 nlthough in time the 
work 1Lnteri to 1 becrune known the world round.? the rw.tux·o of th<: material 
and the manner of working and using it we1:e not u.nclc~rs tood outside India 
and the Indo-Ifalayan region. 11 (Pendleton, 1941) 

PROPERTIES OF LATERITE 

In general, the term Laterite usually refers to a material in the 
profile of a tropical soil. "Al thowsh most soil scientists regard Lateri te 
as a material, not itself a kind of soil, forms of it are common in many 
kinds of soil. These I,ateri te materials influence the behavior of the 
soils under different management syst811s. There presence must be taken 
into account in soil classification and its interpretation." (Kellogg, in 
Alexander and Cady, 1962) The Latl~~RYof South Vietnam forms indurated 
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concretionary deposits which are rich in the secondary oxides of iron, 
aluminum, or both. This Laterito is low in bases rmd primary silicates, 
and quartz ~md kaolinite are often present within the material. The 
Laterite of south Vietnam is mainly a hard, rock like material. None of 
the "soft doughy liaterite, which hordems to a rock like material upon 
exposure to alternate wetting and drying", is found in a significant 
amount in Vietnam. This hardening process, which takes place in such 
countries as India, Africa, and Burma, involves a ch1mgE: in crystalline 
structure, nnd is not a simple drying out process. Narw of the red soils 
of Vietn<un, which are often confused with lnterite, do dry out and become 
quite hard. However upon wer;ting they become soft again. True Lti.teri te 
11hnrdens irreversibly" and will not become soft upon wetting, This material 
can occur in a wide variety of forms but generally most of the Lateri te 
encountered in South Vietnam cRn be placed in two general classes; worm 
Hole Laterite (Consolidated) and the Pellet Laterite (Unconsolidated}:-
Thc~ Pe;llet Lateri te has been observed to form a.linost exclusively on, or 
neftl'.' consolidated rocks high in iron or aluminum content. The worm Hole 
Lateri te very commonly occurs in coarse grained alluvial soils which 
probably had a mineral cornposi tion not far from the average granitic 
rock. (see figure 1) 

Th~orm Hole Laterite (Vermiculnrl!_ This generally consolidated lat
erite occurs as 1:.assivn beds, cor:unonly at the bottom of c.t 1 to 30 foot 
layer of well drained soil. In some cases it may be a ha.rd crust right 
at the su:r.face of the grmmd. This consolidated Laterite is usually 
several feet thick and can vary in thickness from 611 to 30 feet. It is 
usually very massive, heavy (due to high iron content), red to brown in 
color, and has a. slaggy appearance due to munerous holeo. These holes 
are often interconnecting, thus facilitating the passage of ground water • 
The soil immediately above the lateri te layer is extensively les.ched and 
only the most resistnnt minerals, such as quartz, remain. Very commonly 
a white clay la.yer, vr?.l'iahle in thickness, occurs below the massive 
laterite layers. This clny is of·~en 11 mottlE)d clay, having both white and 
blue-red colors prevt-:lent. r11he Worm Hole J.ateri t<~ has been called \ 
"Ground Water Lateritei' 1J.Y uirlier rcsearcl:rn:r~1 nnd "Bien Hoa Stone" by 
the local people of Viotnm11. Uiee f:Le~urcn 2 rmd 3) 

The Pellet Lateri te ( Oo:J:.~~~J;.£)_!. 1l'he u.nconsolidnted pellet Lateri te 
occurs as small pellet like concrGtiom: in nn iron or aluminum rich soil. 
'l'he concretions occur in a zone which moy be either an unconsolidated to 
poorly consolidated layer, in the soil profile. The hard concretions are 
mmally surrounded by fine grained material which is generally clayey when 
moist. The coarser particles in this fine-grained material are commonly 
quartz sA.nd which is iron stained. The unconsolidated layers of la.teri te 
mRterial are classed as a silty gravel under the Unified Soil Cle.ssification 
system. Very often the number of pellet like concretions of laterite are 
so numerous in the zone that thoy b<~come cemented together forming rock 
which looks not unlike n conglomerate. Th,e LP.teri te concretions are very 
ha.rd, can be broken \li th a he.mm er with moderate effort, nnd crush to a 
fine powder. These concre.tions when broken P..re very finEJ-grained inside, 
h1wing minute pores scattered in Rn 111most grainless matrix. This matrix 
is usually dark brown e.nd looks similar to chert. (see Figure 5) 
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THE JPORMJ\.TION OF LN1.1ERITE: IN SOUTH VIE~1 IV1.1VI 

The pellet Laterite and the worm hole Laterite have several things 
in common so fA.r as their formation is concerned. They have both formed 
in a monsoonal climP.te which hf.~s periods of heavy rainfall and a dry 
season, The yearly tempE'Jratures are fairly high and constant, being 
around 85°F. Laterite doos not form everywhere in Vietnam and this is due 
to the variability of the geomorphology, climate, vegetation, parent 
material, and geologic history throughout South Vietnam. LE'.teri te forms 
by the leaching, subsequent concentrAtion, and fine,lly "deposition" of 
iron and aluminum oxides in a tropicp,l soil. I,ateri te has been found 
to be best developed when the following conditions exist: 

1 • The climRte must have high rainfall mid uniformly high tempera
tures. 

2. The topography must have b0;cm fairly gentle, peneplain in nature, 

3. A well drairn:Jd soil must have been present. This is usually an 
?.lluvial soil, but soils high in iron content may be an exception. 

4. There must have been a uniformly fluctur.1.ting water table which had 
a definite high level during the monsoon rmd fJ. clc:lfini te low level during 
the dry season. 

5. Stable geological conditions must have existed for a long time • 

Generally when Lnt(3ri te forms the silica !ind bnsE>s nre removed by 
extensive leaching and thi:-1 iron oxitles or aluminum oxides, or both rE:main, 
It appears that the oxides are first concentrated by a uniformly fluctuat
ing water table and nre consolidated by exposure to alternate wetting 
and drying. Ji.pparently this process involves a cho.ng·e from an amorphous 
character to A. more crystalling phase of the iron-oxide minerals. Common 
minerals composing the he.rd lateri tes of Vietnam are the following1 

1. Goethite, HFe02 3. Boohmite, AlO( OH) 

L) .• GibbsHe, Al( OH) 3 
Often Kaolini tf:;, Al4si4o10( mr) 8 ; and Quartz, :3i02 occur with the laterite 
as 11a.oces·:1oi-y0 minerals. J~ppnrently some forms of I,ateri te occur by 
direct roplacement as pseudomorphs of Gibbsite after feldspar, and Goethite 
after ferrornagnr:rnian minei:als. 

I,at eri te forms below the surface of the ground and when it is found 
on or near the surfacc:i it probably is no longer forming, but can be thought 
of as 11Fossil Lr.teri te". 1'1uch of the Lateri te found in Long Binh, Vietnam 
is Fossil Lateri to. Most of the Laterites of Bou th Vietnam do become 
harder when removed from tho ground and allowed to be exposed directly 
to the drying of the sun and the monsoon l'airrn. Often this is due only 
to e. drying out of the fines, and sometimes i.t is due to increA.sed 
development of crystnllinity, 



MISUSE OF THE TERM I.ATERITE 

The red soils occurring all over Vietnam, and which people nre so 
prone to call Lateri te, are soils involvod in the process of l,ateri te 
formation (Lateriztition). These soils have not formed Lateri te in their 
profiles due to absence of ono or more of the conditions favorable to 
Lateri te formation. 'I'hey are being rr::ferred to as Lo.teri te by Engineer 
units operating in regions were the probable occurrence of Laterite is 
sme.11. The original difficulty lies with the fact that most Engineer 
units were told that Vietnam had a ubiquitous material called Laterite 
which could readily be utilized for construction of roads, airfields, 
and other facilities. Few units were actually familia.:i:· with the properties 
of the material. 

Most of the soils b<c:ing falsely callod I,1;:teri te are the weathering 
products of Be.salt, Granite, and some coarse-grained metamorphic rocks. 
The Basalts weather extensively to a rod to brown cle..yey silt of high 
plasticity. The basalt soils can be suitable for fill when compacted 
at proper moisture content but are difficult if not impossible to compact 
when wet. The grnni tic rocks and coursG-grained metcimorphic rocks weather 
to a "gap-graded" soil which is typically composed of residual qunrtz 
grains and a clayey portion. '11he clay forms by decomposition of the feld
spars in the rock and this can be expressed chemically by the relation: 

Orthoclase 
2K.A1Si30g + 

Carbon Potassium 
Water Dioxide Kaolinite Quartz Carbonate 

2H20 + C02 "" H4Al2si2o9 + 4S102 + K
2
co3 

This type of material can be difficult to compact due to the clay content. 
During the monsoon season it must be used carE:fully or not at all. These 
types of soil, which should not be refcrrod. to as Lateri te or lateri tic, 
can develope Laterite in their profiles only if the proper conditions 
exist. The use of these soils for engineer construction should be 
governed by standard Hnterials 'l1esting tGchniques outlined in TM 5-530. 

THE OCCURHEUCE OF LA'.I'lDRITE IN _e.OtJI1H VIJ·~TN.AN 

The formation of Laterite is an exceptional process as far as soil 
formation in south Vietnmn is concerned and the oceu::c3:or,ce of Laterite 
in the soils of this country should be exceptional. Considering the 
different soil typou and tLE.>ir ar·cal extent, only 30'f; of the soils of 
south Vietnam have a r·caf.mna"ble potential !:'or I.,o,teritE: formation. The . <.:· , ... 

other soils are eithe:t' too wd (the IkJ:l~a), too dry (the .Southwes~!~.(? - t.~ ' 
Coastlands), or too mountainous (the High1nm1s). Some Laterite may occur 
locally in these unsuitable areas but Hn ocom:rence will probably 
be minor. E·:r~ensive la.;yers of \lorm Hole J;ateri.te are found throughout most 
of the 11r.l' •. c.~1g 1rr:•:·r3,;:-,.;, ::.sg~-:in nnd this iE: due to the fact that this area 
is fairJ.~,. •.•.-.-:,;_ 'r~:.r.i L.l···,> ,'.;;:'.'.::.;r;•an-l;s in thif.i I'ec;J.on are coarse-·grained and 
fairly H<S .. ~:. ..::.r,~~ :'!':~·:., '.f.'~d ·~·>~let Laterite occurs on the iron rich basalt 
plateau s::d.:L::; in .J::h::.s reeicn. :F'arther North, the basalt plRteau of Ban 
Me Thuot cont.<dmi mu.ch Pellet Lateri te. In Pleiku Fl!ld the immediate 
surrounding area 'i.:ih8 Late.rite is strikingly absent except in the most 
western port:i..on of the plateau. Pellet Lateri te has been observed forming 
on the metamorph5 c l'O.Jks near Bong son nnd it hns been observed forming 
on some of the "-.'rides near Qui Nhon. It seems likely that the Worm Hole 
and Pellet Lateri te could occur extensively in the Northeastern Coa.st
lands, though this has not been substantiated b,y field studies. (Refer to 
the map at the end of the Report) 



THE ENGINEEH.ING OHARACTERtSTI~ LATERITE 

Laterites in South Vietnam are being u~ed extensively as fill, base 
co'lirse; and surface course materials for roads, airfields, and cantonments. 
They have also found some use as aggregate for low-grade concrete and, 
when mixed with cement,· as soil;,.cement bricks~ Vermicular Lateri te is 
being extensiveJ.y utilized as a construction material in the Mekong 
Terrace region of South Vietnam and the Oolitic Laterites are being used 
in the Western Plateaus and the Coastland regions. 

Laterite usually occurs as a massive deposit, ranging in thickness 
from less than a foot to over 30 foet. In the larger pits operated by 
Engineer units the typical method of excavation utilizes a bulldozer to 
strip the overburden and excavate the laterite. The bulldozers scarify, 
rip the laterite, and finally push it into piles. Crane shovels then 
load trucks from the piles. In some cases, crane shovels work directly 
on fresh faces of the laterite Rnd load from these faces. This type of 
excavation process tends to reduce the massive laterite to a material 
which can usually be described as a medium grnv~?l containing some clay 
or silt of low plasticity (Ge). 

Soil Classifica.tion Tests on the Long Binh I,ateri te: 

Soil classification tests were performed on samples from the Long 
Binh Lateri te pit in order to determine the t·ypic.<tl engineering chara
cteristics of Laterite. The laterite layer occurs in a hill mass which 
rises approximately 75' above the surroundint~ undulating terrain. The 
laterite is appro:dmntely 30 feet in thfoknoss and is located beneath a 
10 to 20 foot overburden of sandy silty clay. Rice paddy lands occupy the 
lower regions in the area. In place, the Long Binh deposit is a massive, 
Vermicular (worm-hole) Laterite. When excavated the laterite breaks 
down into a gravel with the following charncteristics. Typically a sieve 
analysis of lnteri te has more than 407& retained on the 114 sieve (the 
gravel fraction) and less than 307'~ passes the #200 sieve (the clay-silt 
fraction). However, some of the lnterite somples had as much as 50% of 
the material passing the #200 siovo. (sample #5 from the Long Binh pit 
had numerous weakly cemented t.:r:c::,vol-sized particles which tended to 
break down when soaked and nrnchanicnlly grr-tded. For this renson, the 
sample had a high percentage (44!%) of the mnterial passing the #200 sieve.) 
The materials passing the f/:200 sieve f~re classified, by their plasticity 
characteristics, as ~J.ays of low plasticity (CL). The overall class
ification of the exc;;.V,?.ted latorite is a medium g.ro.vcl with some clay of 
low pb.stici ty ( GC!). 8mnples tested from th~1 lateri te pi ts as '.Phuoc Vinh, 
Phu Loi, nnd Lai Xl-1a had gradation and plasticity characteristics similar · 
to those described at Long Binh. (Refer to Plasticity and Gradation Chart 
at the end of the report) 

Directly above the latori te d0posi t at I,ong Binh a red-brown to tan 
silty-clay with sr:::r..;;! f:!nn sand occurs. This silty-clay can be classed as 
(CL) and is reprc 1J•?r.~·c;l 1):,r r,rnnplos 1 and 2. This is one of the silty .. 
sandy, ancient alluvir~l soils typically found in the Mekong Terrace. 
Laterite forms in these soils nround the original soil grains. 



Beneath the Long Binh Laterite deposit is an approximately 10-foot 
. thick under clay descrilied as a mottled red and white clayey silt of high 
plasticity (MH), (Sample #7)• A few poorly developed gravel-sized iron
rich concretions were present in the red-mottled portion of the silt, 
but the material could not be classified as r.ateri te. The high plasticity 
of this material renders it generally unsuited for use as a compacted fill 
or base course. Plastic underclays are commonly fo1md beneath l,ateri te 
deposits throughout the Mekong Terrace Region, and one such rmderclay 
was noted rmder the pellet Latorite forming in the Basalt soils of the 
Western Plateau region. 

Moisture-Density Character=!:.stics of Lateri te& 

Dry densities for Laterite are common~y high, due not only to its 
well-graded character, but also to the high density of the iron solids in 
the mn.terial. In most of the Lateri tes tested throughout the Mekong 
'.I1errace region the unit weight of the solids ranges from approximately 
2.9 to 3.1 grams per cubic centimeter (as compared with 2.6 to 2.7 grams 
per cubic centimeter for most silicate soils). The iron-rich gravel
sized particles, in particular, have the higl:rnr dem1i ties. Thus the 
maximum dry density is high for laterites having a high percentage of 
gravel-sized particles. 

A compaction test on laterite sronple 1,~8 from the Long J3inh pit 
yielded the moisture-density relation shown on the attached compaction 
f:,Tnph. The maximum dry density was 130 lbs/cu ft at an optimum moisture 
content of 10.4%• Sample #9 also had a dry d.enBity of 130 pcf, but had 
a higher optimum moisture content due to its higher percentage of fines. 
Samples #1 and :/13 from the Long Binh Pit yield.Gd dry densities of 135 
and 140 pcf respectively. 

Stren~th of Compacted Laterite: 

Laboratory CBR test results for two samples from the I,ong Binh Pit 
are summarized in the attached. table. Sample #8 had a higher percentage 
of gravel and lower percentage of fines than sample -#9, therefore the 
tests on sample #8 yielded the higher CER values. Bach semple was 
compacted at four different water contents and then soaked for 3 to 4 
days in order to simula.te the soil moisture cond:i.tfons existing during 
the wet season. Soaked CBH values were highest for the molds compacted 
at or near opt:ilnurn water content (Sample 9, mold C a.nd D: CBR= 70'/o; 
Sample 8, mold B: CBR:=82fo). Soaked CBH values were slightly lower for 
the molds compacted wet of optimum (S1:lJnple /18, mold C and D:CBR= 6ofo). 
As would be expected, soaking had the greatest effect on the molds 
compacted dry of opt:ilm.un: the dr;Y' molds soakr:;d up a large amount of 
water which caused softening and resulted in low CBR valuos (Sample lf8, 
mold A: CBR = 36% and Ssmple 119, molds A and B: 6 to 117!,). The CBR 
values were very low for sample 9, molds A and B, becaus~1 of the high 
percentage of fines in the sample. However, the hig·h percentage of fines 
had relatively little effect on the molds compacted at or neax· optimum 
water content: the CBR results for samples 8 and 9 were quite similar. 



Within the rnnge of moisture contfmts tasted, lateri te sample #8 
meets the strength requirements for a combination base-surface course 
material (without matting) for a C-130 capable airstrip, (TM 5-366). 
Laterite sample #9 meets the strength requirements when compacted at or 
near optimum water content, but has very low soaked CBR values if compacted 
dry. 

These test results emphasize the importance of compacting laterite 
in the field at or near the optimum water content in order to obtain the 
highest strengths. If compacted too dry, the soil will easily soak up 
water an.d lose strength. If too wet, the material will be difficult to 
compact and will have low strength. 

Use of Laterite as a Base Course and surface Course for Roads and Airfields: 

Most Lateri tes have too many fines to meet the gradation requirements 
for a free-draining base course. However, they do have gradation and 
plasticity characteristics similar to a select material having a design 
CBR of 20. (Gradation and plasticity requirements from TM 5-530 are 
attached) The Laterites tested are well suited as a surface course material. 
They are well-graded and have sufficient fines to provide a binder to 
prevent excessive loosening of the surface und<;r wheel loads. Laterites 
are used as a surface course material for many of tho expedient roads 
and airfields in Vietnam. A surface treatment of peneprime, oil, or 
some other asphaltio compound is commonly used as a dust preventive and 
waterproof coating. 

The lateri te has sufficient strength when proporly compacted and 
drained to serve as a combination surface and. base) course for C-130 
capable airfields. If the subgrade is well-drained, R relatively thin 
layer of laterite (6 to 12 inches) will usually suffice. However, some 
of the laterite airffolds presently in use in Vietnam are marginally 
suited to unsuited. for C-130 aircraft because the lateri to course is not 
thick enough to propE;rl;y· distribute the wheel loads to the underlying 
soft, and often wet, subg:cade. :Sy increasing the thickness of the 
lateri te, the elevation of the runw~v s11rfri.ce i(3 increased, and the 
likelihood of saturation and soft<'·nL1g oi.' tl1e baue course during the 
wet season is decreased. 

Both the laboratory and field @H. penetrB.tion tests performed on the 
compacted gravel Lateri tes ( GC) commonl~r yiold CBR valuos ranging from 
20 to 80fo. For design purposes it is recommended that a CBR of 20 be 
used for a well graded lateri te containing more than 40% gravel (retained 
on the #4 sieve) and less than 30% fines (passing the #200 sieve). The 
fines should be of low plasticity. 

J,aterites which contain less gravel, a. higher percentage of fines, or 
highl;y plastic fines should be nssigned n lower CBR value. Gome of these 
laterites may be marginally suited for use as n select or base course 
material. In some instances, the entire deposit mAY not have developed 
sufficiently to form a hard, graw,lly material. Weakly cic:mented gravel-



sized particles in the deposit will have a tendency to break down when 
compacted and subjected to traffic. This decreases the wearing 
capability of the surface course and creates a dusty condition. In other 
instances, the addition of material from the edge of the laterite deposit 
may decrease the quality of an otherwise good laterite. The underclay, 
in particular, is an undesirable material. 

The gravel and fines in the laterite should be well mixed when 
placed and compacted. Pockets of clay, alternating with laterite 
boulders should be avoided. I,arge chunks of lateri te (greater than 
3 inches) should be removed or broken down. Sheepsfoot rollers having 
small feet are useful in breaking down these pieces. 

Testine Laterite: 

Soil classification tests, such as gradation and plasticity tests, 
should be routinely performed on laterites or suspected laterites which 
are anticipated for use as fill, base course, or surface course materials. 
These materials have a wide rnnge of properties and a proper evaluation of 
their engineering behP.vior cannot be obte,ined simply by assigning them the 
term "Laterite". These classification tests should be performed in 
addition to the CBR tests used to determine the strength of the compacted 
soil. When performing gradation tests, the laterite samples should be 
carefully soaked and washed prior to sieving in order to break down friable, 
weakly cemented particles. A 24 hour soaking period is recommended. 

In-place (field) CBR tests on laterite have limited usefulness 
and must be carefully performed in order to obtain any significant 
results. The in-plnce CBR values on a dry lateri te surface are invariably 
high and do not give any indication of the soaked conditions which may 
exist during the wet season. If in-place CBR tests are to be perform<Jd, 
it is desirable to pexform the tests on an area which is moist or has 
been wetted down. 1rJA.ter content samples should always be taken at the 
CBR test site. The CBR piston affects the soil to et depth of approximately 
2 inches; therefore a test performed on thG surfRce of the lateri te will 
not give nny indic::ition of the strength and performance of the total 
section of surface course, base course, and subgrade. In order to obtain 
an accurate estimate of the strength characteristics of the entire section, 
the CBR test must be performed at various depths (within 3 feet of the 
surface for C-130 airfields). Usually the performance of the pavement 
section will be limited by the subgrade strength characteristics and the 
laterite thickness, rather than by the lnterite strength. In most cases 
an entirely satisfactory estimate of the laterite characteristics can be 
obtA.ined from the gradation and plasticity test results and from observa
tions of field performance. When the lateri te is being placed in the 
field, its compA.ction che.racteristics should be carefully observed. The 
behavior of lateri te under the wheels of earthmoving Rnd compaction 
equipment provides one indication of the effectiveness of compaction and 
the perform1mce which can be expected under traffic. 
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PROBABLE LOCATIONS OF LATE'RITE 

""'].Probable massive Worm Hole 
Laterite in well drained 

' sandy silty clays 

. ;·,-:-.]Probable Pellet Laterite 
' • .II • .. 

. '/·::·:·: in deeply weathered basalt 
·.·.·.·-".!...plateau soils 

Possible Laterite in well 
drained soils or over iron 
and aluminium rich rocks 

Qui Nhon 



PLASTICITY AND GRADATION CHARACTERISTICS OF LATERITE 

~·PLASTICITY·----+ .. GRADATION in percent by weight------~ 

I -
' 

-·---LONG BINH Pr.r : ~ 

i 
1. Sandy Silty Clay l 8' above contact - - 0 0 9.4 45.3 45.3 

Liquid Plasticity 
Limit ~ Index o Gravel c. Sand M. Sand F. Sand Fines 

,. 

CL 
2. Sandy Silty Clay 

26.6 f 611 above lateri tE 12.5 2 2 12 34 54 
CL 

3· Gravel Laterite 2a.5 13.7 62.6 3 .1 3.a 7.9 22.6 
GC 

4. Gravel Laterite - ... e4.e 4.7 2. 25 3.10 4.15 
GP 

5. Gravel Laterite 46.5 ' 15.9 41.4 2.4 3.9 7.8 44.5 GC 

6. Gravel I.aterite 
from stockpile 30.1 10.4 49 7 7 11 26 

GC 

7. Underclay MH 68 35 - - - - .. 
,• 

8. Gravel Laterite 30.0 s.5 55.5 8.0 4.5 16.8 15.2 
from stockpile I 

I 
I 

' I 

I I 
LATERITE OU'l'SIDE 
LONG BINH: 
1. Phu Loi GC 45 21 44 14 6 16 20 

' 2. Phuoc Vinh GP - - 53 10 11 20 6 

3. Lai Khe GO 36.2 20.7 46.5 6.2 3.5 12. 4 34.9 
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GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION GRAPH - AGGREGATE GRADP!G CPA'RT 

Long Binh Laterite Pit, South Vietnam January 1967 
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100 50 20 10 5 2 1 o. 5 
Grain Size in Millimeters 

Sample #1 - Sandy silt 8 1 above laterite layer 
Sample #2 - Sandy silt 611 above laterite layer 

0.2 0.1 

Sample #3 - Laterite gravel v.rith some clay of low plasticity 
Sample #4 - Gravel Laterite 

Sample #5 - Gravel laterite 

Sample #6 - Laterite gravel 1·1ith some clay of' low plasticity 

Sample #8 - Laterite gravel with some clay of low plasticity 

·. " 

0.05 0.02 
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SOIL COMPACTION TEST GRAPH - Sample #8, Long Binh Laterite Pit 
Gravel Laterite: 55% Gravel, 15% Fines 
CBR mold 611 ¢ X 611 high 5 layers, 55 blows/layer with a 10# weight 

falling 18" 
Compactive Effort = 42,300ft lb/cu ft 
Maximum Dry Unit Weight: 130 pcf 
Optimum Moisture Content: 10·4% 
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LONG BINH LATERITE PIT - CBR TEST RESULTS 

Sample #8: Gravel Laterite - 54% Gravel, 
Compactive Energy: 42,300 ft lb/cu ft 
Opt:imum water content: 10.4% 
Maximum Dry Density: 130 pcf 

A 

Molding 'water Content % 9; 2 

Dry Density, pcf 125.5 

Soaked Wat er Content, % 13. 7 

CBR, % @ 0.1 in pen. 

CBR, % @ 0.2 in pen. 

Percent Swell 

Soaking time, days 

Sample #91 Gravel Laterite - 39°/o gravel, 
Compactive Energy: 56,200 ft lb/cu ft 
Optimum water content: 12jo 
Maximum dry density: 130 pcf 

Molding Water Content,% 

MOLD NUMBER 
B C D 

12. 2 

130.0 129.0 120 ,o 

84. 

82 

0.13 

4 

28% fines. 

60 59 

64 59 

0.07 0.07 

4 4 

MOLD NOOF.R 
B C D 

11.6 12.5 

Dry Density, pcf 

*Soaked Water Content, % 

122.5 122.5 130.5 131.0 

CBR, % @ 0.1 in. pen. 

CBR, % @ 0.2 in. pen. 

Percent Swell 

18.3 15.8 13.2 11.9 

6 3 65 50 

11 6 71 72 

0.08 2.00 0.07 0.05 

Soaking Time, Days 3 4 3 4 
* Samples did not become uniformly saturated during soaking period: 

water contents were higher near surface of sample and soil was 
therefore softer at the surface. 
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Recommended Maximum Permissible Values of Gradation and Atterberg 
Limit Requirements in Subbases and Select Materials for Full 
and Minimum Operational and Deliberate Airfields, and Roads 
(Data from TM 5-330, para 65, Page 76) 

Maximum Gradation requirements Atterberg 
MATERIAI1 Design CBR % Passing Limits 

No 10 No 200 LL pr. 

Sub base 50 50 15 25 5 

Sub base 40 80 15 25 5 

Sub base 30 100 15 25 5 

Select Material 20 or below •••• 25 35 12 
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I LATERITE 

Fig. 1: VARIOUS FORMS OF LATERITE FOUND IN VIETNAM. 



l LA~ERITE 

Fig. 3: MASSIVE VER...1'1ICULAR 
(WORM-HOLE) LATERITE; QUARTZ 
FRAGMENTS AND LOOSE REDDISH 
SILT ARE VISIBLE. 

2 3 4 

Fig. 2: MASSIVE VERMICULAR 
(WORM*HOLE) LATERITE. 
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LATERIT.E 

Fig. 4: MASSIVE LATERITE WITH ROUNDED QUARTZ FRAGMENTS 
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Fig. 5: PELLET LATERITE (GRAVEL) FROM AN 
UNCONSOLIDATED ZONE IN A SOIL PROFILE 
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FIG. 61 BOULDERS OF MASSIVE VF~RMI CULAR LATERITE 
FRCN THE LONG BINH PIT, VIE'l'NAM 
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